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Dear Parents,
In this handbook, you will find the answers to questions about programs, policies, and
procedures at Xiamen International School (XIS). We encourage you to read through this
carefully to become familiar with how the school operates. We hope it will answer most of
your questions and make it easier for us to work together.
As always, if you have any questions or concerns, we encourage you to contact the school
directly. Please sign and return the appropriate pages of this document.
Sincerely,

Inna Klein

David Wei

David Young

Head of School

Deputy Head of School

Secondary School
Principal

Contact Information for Xiamen International School
Main Office: +86 0592 625 6581
info@xischina.com.cn
262 Xingbei San Lu, Xinglin, Xiamen 361022 PRC
http://www.xischina.com
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Chapter 1—Overview
1.1 Mission Statement and Core Values
Mission Statement
At XIS our mission is to inspire and develop confident, knowledgeable students who enjoy
lifelong learning, demonstrate global awareness and contribute compassionately to the
world around them.
Core Values
By showing care, kindness, and respect in a close-knit learning environment, the members
of our community gain confidence to take on challenges, to lead, and to positively impact
XIS, Xiamen, and our global communities.
Community

By showing care, kindness, and respect in a close-knit learning environment, the members
of our community gain confidence to take on challenges, to lead, and to positively impact
XIS, Xiamen, and our global communities.
International Mindedness

By valuing and embracing diversity in all forms, we become citizens of the world who are
prepared to meet the challenges of an ever-changing landscape and who contribute to
making the world a better place.
Balanced Learner

When approaching learning holistically, we acknowledge the entire person—the physical,
emotional, social, intellectual, and artistic, thereby nurturing balance in life and learning.
Character

By acting with honesty and integrity, both virtues of character, we cultivate a life-long
commitment to self-reflection and responsibility.
Lifelong Curiosity

At the heart of everything we do is learning in ways that promote natural curiosity and
enjoyment of learning through authentic, inquiry-based, creative, and project-based
learning experiences.
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1.2 IB Learner Profile
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1.3 History of Xiamen International School
Xiamen International School (XIS) is a private, non-profit, Pre-Kindergarten through Grade
12 school located on the southeastern coast of the People’s Republic of China (PRC),
approximately 20 kilometers from the island of Xiamen. The school is situated on the
mainland in the Xinglin district, which is connected to Xiamen Island by bridges.
Xiamen International School was established in 1997 by the Xiamen Municipal
Government, Kodak, Mrs. Yang, and Dr. Bill Brown to offer schooling for children of
expatriates residing in the Xiamen area. Xiamen International School is the first
international school in Fujian Province to be legally authorized by the P.R.C. Education
Ministry to accept children from the expatriate community. The school has been
accredited multiple times by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) as
well as multiple authorizations by the International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO).
There is a seven-member board of directors comprised of former Xiamen Municipal
Government officials, local educators, Mrs. Yang, and a parent appointed by the school’s
board of directors. A headmaster directs the school with the assistance of a deputy
headmaster (leading ancillary support staff and liaising between the school and the local
government) and an elementary and a secondary principal.
Xiamen International School is located in a suburb of Xiamen in a purpose-built school
located on 8 acres of land. The Xiamen Municipal Government donated the land for the
school and guarantees its financial stability. XIS represents a major pillar in its strategy to
attract foreign investment to the area. The school facility consists of three connected
buildings housing all enrolled students from pre-kindergarten to grade 12. In addition to
the well-resourced general classrooms, XIS students enjoy three art studios, two IT labs, a
design lab, a 3-D printer lab, three music rooms (with several practice rooms attached),
and three science labs. A large library, serving the XIS community, holds over 30,000
volumes. Nestled next to the library, on the ground floor of the elementary school
building, is the newly constructed early childhood center with an adjacent free-play
outdoor center.
On the east side of the XIS campus is a full-sized soccer pitch, several outdoor multi-sport
courts, a track, and a tennis court. On the top level of our facilities is our air-conditioned
gymnasium and indoor swimming pool.
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1.4 Strategic Objectives 2019-2023
As part of continuous school improvement in line with our WASC accreditation cycle, XIS
follows a multi-year strategic plan. The four guiding strategic objectives of this plan are as
follows:
1) Increase enrollment through communication, marketing, and development while
positioning XIS as a leading school locally, regionally, and globally.
•
•
•

Increase the retention rate of students in the secondary school.
Enable outreach to all stakeholders and potential families and to make XIS more
competitive in the Xiamen educational school market.
Develop marketing, communication, and budgeting plans.

2) Promote excellence in learning by delivering a coherent, guaranteed, and viable
curriculum while continuing to provide an inquiry-based program that supports
student agency, creativity, and critical thinking.
•

•
•

Establish and/or implement a systematic process and cycle to review, develop,
implement, and improve the XIS curriculum that promotes a vertically aligned and
coherent curriculum.
Create a shared understanding among all stakeholders of concepts, skills, and
knowledge that students are expected to learn within each grade level.
Establish a consistent, aligned assessment system to ensure evidence of attainment
of the guaranteed and viable curriculum.

3) Support environmental sustainability by establishing, striving towards, and meeting
targets and standards for a sustainable campus.
•

•
•
•

Establish targets and standards for a sustainable campus in the areas of: clean
energy use, sustainable use of natural resources, reduction of food waste,
environmentally sound management of chemicals, the reduction of waste
generation through prevention, reduction, and reuse, and sustainable procurement
practices.
Develop a culture of resource conservation and waste reduction.
Establish community partnerships to collaborate on achieving sustainable goals.
Develop awareness and understanding of environmental issues and solutions.

4) Improve our facilities, resources, and systems to support, uphold, and enhance
learning at XIS. Ensure XIS has the resources to deliver a top-notch education
•
•
•

Develop a shared understanding of a master plan among stakeholders.
Complete a facilities master plan (including furnishings) that reflects research and
contemporary design to meet learning and operational needs.
Implement comprehensive and systematic process for ordering program and
learning resources.
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1.5 Program Overview
Middle Years Program (MYP) Overview – Grades 6-10

Grades 6-10 at XIS are framed by the IB Middle Years Programme (MYP), a challenging
and holistic framework that is informed by North American and international standards. It
allows students to learn about subject-specific concepts, make interdisciplinary
connections between subjects, and have opportunities to apply their learning to the real
world.
The Middle Years are an influential and dynamic time in a student’s education. Thus,
students receive the opportunity to not only explore, accumulate, question, and
understand the content discussed in each of their subjects, but they also develop
themselves on a social and emotional level.
The MYP is a holistic framework that allows students to not only learn about subjectspecific content, but to also make interdisciplinary connections between subjects and have
opportunities to apply their learning to the real world. In grade 10, students complete a
Personal Project, a culmination of the MYP. The Personal Project is a substantial work of
creativity that reflects knowledge and skills gained throughout the program.
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IB Diploma Program (IBDP) Overview – Grades 11-12

The curriculum in grades 11-12 is centered on the IB Diploma Programme. The IB Diploma
is a rigorous, academic high school program that is designed to broaden students’
perspectives, strengthen key skills, and provide challenge to students.
A successful IB Diploma student gains access to universities across the globe and is better
prepared to succeed in future studies compared to their peers. Students become selfaware, critical thinkers who can effectively apply knowledge and understanding to new
situations. IB Diploma students develop not only academically, but holistically, gaining an
appreciation of internationalism, global issues and serving the community.
At XIS, we adopt an IB-for-All approach where all students are challenged to complete
either the IB Diploma or IB Courses alongside their XIS High School Diploma. Both are
academically challenging routes that provide pathways for continued study after high
school.

Curriculum Standards
The XIS MYP program is supported by a set of internationally recognized, rigorous
standards including the Common Standards for Math and Language Arts, the Next
Generation Science Standards, ACTFL World Language Standards, and the Ontario
standards for PE, music, and visual arts.
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Chapter 2—General Administration and Organization
2.1 Administration

David Young

Secondary School Principal

•
•
•
•

Curriculum and instruction
Staff development
WASC and IB action plan
Educational leadership of
secondary division
• Teacher appraisal
• Student support

2.2 Program Coordinator and Counselor

Ralph Emmerink

Middle Years Programme
(Grades 6-10)

James Sutcliffe

IB Diploma Programme
(Grades 11-12)

IB MYP Coordinator

IB DP Coordinator

Dr. ZeVida A. Homan
Secondary Counselor
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2.3 Whom Should I Ask?
I need to….

I should ask….

Position

Julia Su
juliasu@xischina.com.cn

Admissions
Coordinator

Lu Gang
reggielu@xischina.com.cn

AP Coordinator

Admissions
Know how to gain admission to
the school

AP (Activity Program)
Know what APs are available and
on what days the AP will occur.
Tell someone that my child will
not be staying for his/her AP.

The teacher in charge of the AP and
Wendy Lin
wendylin@xischina.com.cn

Bus Coordinator

Attendance
Tell someone my child is home
sick
Tell someone my child will be
missing school for an extended
period of time
Obtain homework for my child
for an extended absence
Tell someone that my child is
leaving school early
Ask about a health issue

Myra Chen
myrachen@xischina.com.cn
David Young
davidyoung@xischina.com.cn

Secondary School
Secretary
Secondary School
Principal

Classroom Teacher
Myra Chen
myrachen@xischina.com.cn
Mary Yang
maryyang@xischina.com.cn

Secondary School
Secretary
Nurse

Buses
Let someone know that I’ve
moved and get a new bus stop
Notify school that I’ve changed
my address, phone number, or
email address

Wendy Lin
wendylin@xischina.com.cn
Julie Su
juliasu@xischina.com.cn
Linda Lin
lindalin@xischina.com.cn

Bus Coordinator
Admissions
Coordinator
Finance Director

Concerns About My Child
Ask for help with concerns about
my child’s physical, emotional,
social, or academic performance

Dr. ZeVida A. Holman
zevidaholman@xischina.com.cn

Secondary School
Counselor

Curriculum, Instruction, and Homework
Get information about the MYP
Programme
Get information about the DP
Programme
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I need to….
Understand course curriculum,
instruction, or home learning
Ask about my child’s placement
in a grade level or class.
Express concerns that have not
been resolved after talking to
teacher

I should ask….

Position

Classroom Teacher

-----

David Young
davidyoung@xischina.com.cn

Secondary Principal

David Young
davidyoung@xischina.com.cn

Secondary Principal

Classroom Teacher

-----

David Young
davidyoung@xischina.com.cn

Secondary Principal

Discipline
Ask about a classroom discipline
problem
Ask about a discipline issue
beyond the classroom

English Language Support
Ask what kind of support is
available for an EAL student
Ask about my child’s placement
in the program

Gaby Montejano
gabymontejano@xischina.com.cn
Gaby Montejano
gabymontejano@xischina.com.cn

EAL Coordinator
EAL Coordinator

Lost and Found
Let someone know my child lost
something at school or on the
bus
Check on status on item that was
lost

Myra Chen
myrachen@xischina.com.cn

Secondary School
Secretary

Myra Chen
myrachen@xischina.com.cn

Secondary School
Secretary

David Young
davidyoung@xischina.com.cn

Secondary Principal

Special Events
Ask for information about
upcoming events

Tuition and Withdrawal
Make a tuition payment or ask a
tuition question

Linda Lin
lindalin@xischina.com.cn

Finance Director

Notify the school that you will be
moving

Julie Su
juliasu@xischina.com.cn

Admissions
Coordinator

Linda Lin
lindalin@xischina.com.cn

Finance Director

David Young
davidyoung@xischina.com.cn

Secondary Principal
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2.4 Student Reports—Secondary
Understandings
At the end of each year, all students receive a report that indicates a number of 1 through
7 for each course. This marking system has been developed by the International
Baccalaureate and is used by many international schools around the world.
MYP Grades 6-10
In addition to the year-end report, students in grades 6-10 receive trimester progress
reports on the assessed core criteria.
•
•
•

A level of 5 - 8 on a criterion are the target levels of achievement.
A level of 3 on a criterion is considered the minimum standard for success.
A level below 3 indicates that this needs to be a focus area for learning for the
student.
A level of 1-2 indicates that the student may need additional support or learning in
this area.

•

DP (Grades 11-12) Trimester Grades and All Secondary (Grades 6-12) Year-End Grades
The Seven-Point Scale
Grade

7

6

5

4

3

Grade Descriptor
Produces high-quality, frequently innovative work. Communicates comprehensive,
nuanced understanding of concepts and contexts. Consistently demonstrates
sophisticated critical and creative thinking. Frequently transfers knowledge and
skills with independence and expertise in a variety of complex classroom and realworld situations.
Produces high-quality, occasionally innovative work. Communicates extensive
understanding of concepts and contexts. Demonstrates critical and creative
thinking, frequently with sophistication. Uses knowledge and skills in familiar and
unfamiliar classroom and real-world situations, often with independence.
Produces generally high-quality work. Communicates secure understanding of
concepts and contexts. Demonstrates critical and creative thinking, sometimes with
sophistication. Uses knowledge and skills in familiar classroom and real- world
situations and, with support, some unfamiliar real-world situations.
Produces good-quality work. Communicates basic understanding of most concepts
and contexts with few misunderstandings and minor gaps. Often demonstrates
basic critical and creative thinking. Uses knowledge and skills with some flexibility
in familiar classroom situations but requires support in unfamiliar situations.
Produces work of an acceptable quality. Communicates basic understanding of
many concepts and contexts, with occasionally significant misunderstandings or
gaps. Begins to demonstrate some basic critical and creative thinking. Is often
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1

inflexible in the use of knowledge and skills, requiring support even in familiar
classroom situations.
Produces work of limited quality. Expresses misunderstandings or significant gaps
in understanding for many concepts and contexts. Infrequently demonstrates
critical or creative thinking. Generally inflexible in the use of knowledge and skills,
infrequently applying knowledge and skills. High School Diploma students who
receive a 2 or below will not earn credit toward graduation in that class.
Produces work of very limited quality. Conveys many significant misunderstandings
or lacks understanding of most concepts and contexts. Very rarely demonstrates
critical or creative thinking. Very inflexible, rarely using knowledge or skills.

Other report card marks include:
•

N/A (Not Assessed) or NG (No Grade): The student has not been enrolled for a
long enough period of time to be assigned a grade or is taking the class for no
grade. Students should normally be enrolled for five weeks or more in a trimester
before a teacher can be expected to issue a grade. Exceptions may be made to this
time period, either lengthening or shortening the period required before grading,
according to the demands of the subject.

•

INC (Incomplete): The student must present an assignment or assessment in order
to receive a grade. Incompletes are most often given to students who have excused
absences and permission to complete the work after the end of the trimester. All
incompletes must be made up before the end of the next quarter or the grade
reverts to what the student has earned without the missing work.

•

Due to the transitory nature of XIS students, the school does not provide class
rankings. The school also does not calculate Grade Point Averages (GPA). However,
we do work with any university or receiving school to provide grading information in
the most useful possible format. It is the responsibility of students and their parents
to inform us if they need grading information in another format.

Parent Responsibility
•
•
•

When reports go home, discuss with your child his/her progress. Remember to
praise good effort.
Set reasonable goals based on the report card to help your child to success.
Make an appointment to talk with your child’s teacher about any concerns
expressed in the report card to find out how you can best support your child at
home.
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2.5 Tuition and Withdrawal
Understandings
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

All tuition and fees are computed once a year and paid in US dollars; fees must be
paid on time.
Tuition and transportation fees are prorated for students who apply for admission
after classes have begun.
No refund will be granted for students who withdraw after the fourth week of
school.
Before four weeks, there is a 50% refund.
Parents are responsible for contacting the school when they plan to withdraw a
student from the school.
Students will receive a checkout form that must be signed by teachers, the librarian
and the appropriate principal to indicate that all materials have been turned in and
all work is up to date. The school cannot release any school record, report cards or
transcripts until this form is completed.
Student records will be mailed to the new school via DHL once the student has
successfully checked out and upon the parents’ payment of the postal fee.

Parent Responsibility
•
•
•
•
•

Contact the school as soon as you know that you will be withdrawing from the
school.
Don’t wait until the last minute or ask your child to inform us.
Clean out your child’s bedroom and book bag. Make sure that all texts, materials
and library books are returned to the school or paid for before you go.
Leave a forwarding address for both you and your child’s new school.
Let us know exactly what the new school will need (transcripts, report cards, teacher
recommendations, etc.). With advance notice, we can give you these items on your
child’s last day at XIS and save you the postage fee.
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Chapter 3—Curriculum, Instruction, and Learning
3.1 Middle Years Programme (MYP)
The MYP is a course of study designed to meet the educational needs of students aged 11
- 16 years (Grades 6 to 10). It provides a broad, traditional foundation of knowledge. At
the same time, it asks students to examine the relationships between subjects. Students
question and evaluate information critically, seek out and explore the links between
subjects, and develop an awareness of their place in the world. The program focuses on
intercultural awareness and communication skills as crucial to every student's
development. XIS was authorized to offer the MYP in 2004.
At the heart of the MYP is a commitment to structured inquiry as a vehicle for learning. The
use of Key Concepts, Subject Specific Related Concepts, Global Contexts, Approaches to
Learning and the XIS Standards help teachers and children explore knowledge in the
broadest sense of the word. They acquire and apply skills across disciplines while they
develop an understanding of important concepts in Global Contexts. Another essential
part of the program is the development of Approaches to Learning that promote social
responsibility and good learning habits.
In the XIS Middle Years Program, Students:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Study a range of different subjects in interesting ways.
Are assessed with a wide range of methods.
Make connections between subjects.
Make connections with the real world.
Grow into global citizens who care for the world.
Will be prepared for the world beyond school and for success in the future.

MYP Subject Groups and Courses Offered:
MYP Subject Groups
Language and Literature
Language Acquisition
Individuals and Societies
Design
Mathematics

Arts
Sciences
PHE
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MYP Courses Offered
English, Korean, Mandarin
English and Mandarin
History, Humanities, Social Geography
Design Technology
Integrated Math (includes Pre-Algebra, Algebra,
Geometry, Pre-Calculus, Calculus). Grades 9-10 have
the option of standard or extended mathematics
Visual Arts, Music
Integrated Science (includes Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Life Science, Earth Science)
Physical and Health Education
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Assessment in the MYP (from the XIS Assessment Policy)
The main objective of assessment in the MYP is to give feedback on learning. A variety of
assessments may be used and are designed for appropriateness. They may include tests,
essays, projects, speeches, presentations, experiments, observations, and reflections. In
the secondary school, teachers and students assess student work using criteria and not
using percentages.
The MYP requires that students be assessed against the four criteria of each subject at
least two times before a formal grade can be assigned. At XIS there are three reporting
periods with only a final, end of year grade awarded. In the first two trimesters, a progress
report is given that assesses the work done to date on assessment criteria. In each
reporting period the levels of achievement for each grade throughout the year are used in
the report. All students participate in an annual Student Led Conference, so they can share
with their parents what they have learned throughout the year.
Students are expected to complete all summative assessments throughout the year and
failure to do so is reported to the principal and school counselor. Students may be
required to stay in during lunch or after school to complete missing assessments. Teachers
primarily use the information collected from summative assessments to award levels of
achievements against criteria; however, formative assessments are also used to support
these decisions.
Teachers are expected to use varied and multiple summative assessments in a grading
period (trimester) to give students the best opportunity to demonstrate their level of
achievement against criteria.
Any incidents concerning academic integrity are immediately referred to the secondary
principal as noted in the XIS Academic Integrity Policy.
MYP Personal Project
Students work with a faculty advisor to complete the independent Personal Project in the
final year of the MYP (i.e., year 10).
As students learn to inquire and express their learning in a variety of creative and realistic
ways, they could take note of topics and issues that they wish they had time to include in
their education, but perhaps just could not fit in. These would-be topics students care
strongly about.
Students consider two further aspects when determining a Personal Project topic: What
would they like to investigate deeply? How would they like to express and share that
learning with an audience in a new way, learning a new method, or improving one they
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learned to do during MYP? At the end of grade 10, students will publicly present their
project to their parents and student community.
Student Personal Project reports are submitted to the IBO for moderation and students will
received a certificate of completion from the IBO.

3.2 Diploma Programme (DP)
In August 2006, XIS launched the IB Diploma Programme (IBDP) and became part of the
ever-growing number of schools worldwide who provide this prestigious program to their
students. The IBDP is a rigorous academic, two-year curriculum for students in grades 11
and 12. The general objectives are to provide students with a balanced education and to
promote international understanding through a shared academic experience. The IB fulfills
university entrance requirements of various national educational systems. For example, in
2006, Korean universities, for the first time, recognized the International Baccalaureate
Diploma.
At XIS, students in the 11th grade must choose six subjects from the following list to take
at either Higher Level (HL) or Standard Level (SL). Students must choose one course from
each group in order to qualify for the full diploma. They must take three HL and three SL
courses. HL courses require more contact time so that students can either work on
additional topics, and/or study some topics in greater depth. How they will decide is
based on the requirements for university courses, their ability in that area, and their
enthusiasm for a particular subject-area.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group 1: Language & Literature – English, Chinese, Korean
Group 2: Language Acquisition – Chinese
Group 3: Business Management, European History, Economics, Psychology, ITGS
Group 4: Chemistry, Physics, Biology
Group 5: Mathematics A & I, Mathematics A & A
Group 6: Visual Arts, Music, Film

Other Course Options: Students have the option to take other IB courses online through
Pamoja or to engage in a self-study program for Language and Literature in the student's
native language. See the XIS IB Diploma Programme Coordinator for more information.
In addition to choosing the above subjects, students must complete an extended essay,
CAS (Creativity, Activity, and Service) and follow a Theory of Knowledge course.
Students who complete all of those requirements are eligible for both an International
Baccalaureate Diploma and an XIS diploma. Two other options for students also exist.
Students may opt to earn certificates in individual courses by completing the course work
and taking an external examination. Students who earn these certificates are also eligible
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for a diploma from XIS. Finally, some students may choose not to enroll in the IB Diploma
Program. These students may opt to meet the graduation requirements for XIS and earn
our XIS school diploma only.
In general, we strongly advise our 11th grade students to enroll in the most academically
rigorous program possible to build the most competitive “resume” for university
applications.
Assessment in the DP (from the XIS Assessment Policy)
Students in the Diploma Programme will have a subject schedule of assessments provided
by each subject teacher, which shall be overseen and coordinated by the IB Diploma
Coordinator. Each student in the IB Diploma shall also sign a Diploma Contract that
outlines the requirements and expectations of the program. If a student fails to meet the
requirements of the Diploma Contract including any subject deadline, then they are
referred immediately to the Diploma Programme Coordinator and the Secondary Principal.
Teachers are expected to use varied and multiple summative assessments in a grading
period (trimester) to give students the best opportunity to demonstrate their level of
achievement. However, in the DP course, students will be assigned zeros at a school level
when deadlines are missed as they are held to stricter consequences than Middle Years
students due to their age, to meet external requirements, and to align more closely to
tertiary practices. Any violations of the Academic Honesty Policy are immediately referred
to the Secondary Principal.
All students in the Secondary School must complete CAS and the EE (or Senior Research
Project for non-IB students) to graduate from XIS. Participation in the ToK program for
each student whether they be in the DP or not is determined on a case-to-case basis with
the best interest of the students at the heart of the decision.

3.3 Home-Learning
Homework for secondary students is considered essential practice and preparation for
class. General guidelines for secondary homework are as follows:
Grades 6-8

60-90 minutes/day

Grades 9-10

90-120 minutes/day

Grades 11-12

120-180 minutes/day

Teachers should ensure that all home-learning is clearly explained so that parents and
students understand what to do. All home-learning should be manageable and should not
cause students or parents any stress. If your child takes longer than the recommended
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time above (expect a little longer for ELL students), s/he should stop, and you should let
the teacher know.
Our teachers work collaboratively so that they are aware of the assignment loads being set
by each other to ensure that the home-learning is manageable.
How parents can support their child:
•
•
•
•

Provide for your child a place to study which is free from distractions
Provide a computer and internet access
Log in to ManageBac to view student assignments and feedback online
Discuss homework with your child to identify strengths and areas of concern

If you have any questions or concerns about the home-learning, please speak to your
child’s teacher.

3.4 EAL (English as an Additional Language) Support
Understandings
•
•
•
•

•

•

Students learn English at very different rates. Some students will progress quickly
through the ELL program and others will need more time.
It usually takes 5 to 7 years for students to have truly solid academic English.
The school expects students to speak English in every classroom (except in
Mandarin and Korean classes).
It’s important for children to develop their home language. Research shows that
students who are not strong in their home language have considerable difficulty
learning a second language.
Children are encouraged to speak, read, and write English at school and to make
friends who do not speak his/her native language so that he/she must speak English
more often.
Parents are advised to keep in close contact with the ELL and classroom teachers to
make sure that they understand what skills children will need to make further
progress in English.

3.5 Language Guidelines EAL
Understandings
•

•
•

Xiamen International School is an English-language instruction school with students
from 30 countries and regions. Although we also offer classes in Mandarin and
Korean, our emphasis is on students becoming completely fluent in English.
Other than Mandarin or Korean classes, all instruction will take place in English only.
Students may do research or drafts of work in their home language.
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•

The school commits to on-going training for teachers in strategies for working with
EAL students.

Language of Inclusion
The school has a policy that in all classrooms other than Mandarin and Korean students are
to speak the language of inclusion in order not to isolate other students. This means that
all students, teachers and teaching assistants must use the language of inclusion, unless
otherwise specifically directed by the teacher. The school does not monitor the use of
language outside the classroom. Students are free to use their native languages on the
playground, on the bus and in the hallways and cafeteria, as long as they continue to
speak respectfully. Profanity and vulgarity are not allowed in any language.
XIS Responsibility
We recognize the importance of students maintaining their home language. Research is
very clear on this. Students who are not strong in their home language will not make as
much progress in a second language. For example, if a student can only speak, read or
write in his home language at a third-grade level, he may only learn to speak, read or write
in English at that level. Therefore, we think it is very important that students continue to
develop their native language as well as English. In order to support those efforts, the
school will:
•
•
•
•

Permit the use of the home language by students in the hallways, cafeteria,
playground, bus and other non-academic areas of the school.
Continue to build a collection of books and resources in the library in the language
groups represented in the school.
Encourage students to read, write and speak in their home language and to receive
tutoring where appropriate.
Examine the possibilities of allowing IB Diploma students to take their Language A1
exam in their home language.

3.6 Library Procedures
Understandings
•
•

•

Borrowing books from the library is considered a privilege.
Students may exchange library books at any time. They do not need to wait for a
specified library day to exchange books; however, they must ask permission from
their classroom teachers to visit the library.
Students must be in “good standing” (no overdue items, no money owed) to checkout library materials.
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•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Overdue notices are sent to students and parent frequently. No fines are charged.
In exchange, students are expected to respond quickly to any notification of
overdue items. If there are questions, speak with the librarian.
Some items (reference materials) do not circulate to students except with the
librarian’s permission.
Students must pay for damage to or loss of library materials. The replacement cost
will be twice the current price, based on library vendor cost as import duties are
very high.
Students may bring paper, pencils, and notebooks to the library. Bags and private
books should be placed in the area designated for this purpose outside the library
doors.
All library materials must be either returned or paid for before the end of the school
year. Replacement books are welcomed with the librarian’s consent.
Report cards will be withheld for students who are not cleared of charges in the
library.
Students are expected to behave appropriately in the library. Students who are too
noisy or disruptive may lose their library privileges, may be required to serve
detention, may be sent to the appropriate principal, or may be required to have a
parent conference.
Parents can register for a parent account, which allows up to ten items to be
checked out for two weeks. This parent account is in addition to the student check
out.
Students in Grades 6-12 may check out four books at a time. The circulation period
is two weeks. Library materials may be renewed unless another patron has
requested those items. Upper School Students must be in “good standing” (no
overdue items, no money owed) to check-out library materials.
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Chapter 4—Key Parent Information
4.1 School Attendance/Tardy Policy
Understandings
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The school values attendance and punctuality because what students learn in the
classroom from teachers and other students cannot be replaced by simply making
up assignments.
A school-sponsored event like a field trip or tournament is not considered an
absence.
The school requires at least 85% attendance from all students.
School will contact parents after 5 days of absence within a trimester
A warning letter will be issued by the Principal
Excessive tardies will also result in a warning letter being issued by the Principal
ManageBac will send parents an email when a child is marked absent

A student who misses more than six days of school per trimester may not receive a grade
on his/her report card. A student who misses 18 days in a school year may not receive
credit towards graduation at high school. A student who misses 18 days in a school year
may risk their promotion to the next grade.
Punctuality and attendance are expected. Proper attendance and being on time for school
are directly related to student success. When a student is late to class (any time after 8:30
AM), it creates problems for the student, the teacher, and the rest of the class, all of whom
are held up by the teacher’s need to repeat directions and information. If a child arrives to
school after 8:30 AM they need to obtain a pass issued by the elementary office secretary.
Please deliver your student to school by the beginning of the school day. All absences
and tardies are documented and will be entered into the students’ progress report.
Excused absences are defined as follows:
• A personal injury or illness
• Medical and dental appointments
• Death in the immediate family
• Attendance at a funeral or religious holiday
• Other emergencies or unusual circumstances as approved by the administration
• Visa/immigration business
A late return at the beginning of the school year, a family vacation during the school year,
or an early departure at the end of the school year cannot be considered excused
absences.
Absences Due to Sickness
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If a student is absent for any reason, the student records coordinator should be notified at
625-6581 or 625-6583 or by email, myrachen@xischina.com.cn, before 9:00 A.M. on the
day of the absence. If a student becomes ill during the school day, the school will contact
parent(s) and inform them of the situation. If the school decides that the student should go
home, it is the parents’ responsibility to pick up their child.
Parent Responsibilities
•
•
•
•

•
•

Contact the school if you know your child is going to be absent or late. You can call
the school main office or e- mail
Contact the appropriate Principal if you know in advance that your child will be
gone for several days. S/he will work with teachers to have work sent home.
Always ensure your contact details are up to date in case we need to call you to let
you know that your child is sick or injured.
Write and sign a note when your child returns to verify the dates s/he was absent
and the reason. Your child may turn the note in to the homeroom teacher or the
office.
Make your travel plans so that students do not miss any school, especially before
and after the holidays.
Always make sure you or your child signs out in the office if s/he will be leaving
school early. The secondary secretary will issue you with an early leave form that
must be signed by the Principal. You cannot exit the security gate without the
signed form.

4.2 Schedules Student School Day
Core School Schedule
The school day schedule when the AP program is running (not first two and last two weeks
of school year):
Day
Monday and Friday

Time
8:30-2:40

Tuesday and Thursday

8:30-4:20

Wednesday

8:30-3:20
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The school day schedule when AP program is not running (first and last two weeks of
school):
Day
Monday and Friday

Time
8:30-2:40

Tuesday, Wednesday, and

8:30-3:20

Thursday

Student drop-off and pick-up
•

•
•

Students being dropped off by cars should not arrive at school before 8:05 am. The
school gates will not be open until 8:05am when the teachers arrive in school. If
students arrive earlier, parents need to supervise students until 8:05am
Students arriving by car should be in school no later than 8:30am
Students who are picked up by cars should be picked up promptly. If parents are
late, teachers need to take students to the main office to wait and the secretaries
call home. The school office hours follow the schedules above and below. Once the
office is closed, students are taken to the gate house to wait for cars.

4.3 School Busing
Overview
XIS transportation services are arranged as a courtesy to XIS families. XIS is under strict
transportation rules set by the local government. Busing for students is not guaranteed
and is subject to cancellation at any point.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Each XIS bus is regularly checked and maintained for safety.
All XIS buses have seat belts.
All XIS bus drivers are certified and trained to provide safe transport.
All buses carry a bus monitor who speaks both English and Chinese. The bus
monitor is responsible for seeing students safely onto and off of the bus and for
maintaining discipline.
We cannot guarantee an exact time for pick up or drop off as local traffic and
construction may cause times to vary.
In accordance with government regulations, parents may not travel on school buses
with students.
Students are not allowed to change buses or bus stops (in accordance with
government regulations).
At least two weeks written notice is needed by the bus coordinator, Wendy Lin
(wendylin@xischina.com.cn), if a bus stop change is requested due to house
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moving. Student and parents may choose a closest bus stop according to the
established bus route system approved by the related government.
Parent Responsibility
•
•

•
•

Let the school know ahead of time if a student is going to be absent.
Remind your child/ren of the importance of safety rules, like wearing seatbelts and
not distracting the driver or bus monitor. If disrupting behavior persists, he/she
could be permanently removed from the bus
Inform the bus coordinator/ main office as soon as possible if your child will take
alternative transportation.
Let the Bus Coordinator know if you will be picking your child up from school.

Bus Rules
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students may not bring any object onto the bus that could harm another student. If
the bus monitor believes there could be a problem with any object brought onto
the bus, the bus monitor can take it away and then return it at the end of the day.
The bus monitors purposely sit in the most appropriate place to monitor student
behavior and safety, as well as to assist younger students on and off the bus.
All students must be seated at all times when the bus is moving.
Students may not open the windows at any time.
No one is allowed to eat while on the bus. Students are allowed to drink water only.
Everyone must speak quietly and use appropriate language while on the bus.
Students who do not respect or listen to the bus monitors will be reported to the
Principal.
Students may not do anything that damages the bus. They will be required to pay
for any damage they cause and could lose their bus privileges.
Students should not be let off the bus prior to their regular stop for any reason
unless it is an emergency. Then, the bus monitor must accompany that child while
other students wait on their bus for their return. Bus monitors decide what
constitutes a reason for stopping the bus.

4.4 Code of Conduct in School
The aim of all IB Programs (PYP, MYP, DP) is to develop internationally minded people
who, recognizing their common humanity and shared guardianship of the planet, help to
create a better and more peaceful world. As members of the XIS community, all students
have certain rights and responsibilities. All students are expected to abide by this Code
and to "do unto others as you would have them do unto you."
We expect that all parents will discuss these rules with their children.
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Rights

Responsibilities

I. Respect

I have the right to be respected as an
individual.

I have the responsibility to show respect to
everyone.

Therefore, I expect respectful treatment from
others and acceptance by others. I expect not
be hurt, ridiculed or subjected to gossip

Therefore, I will be respectful, considerate, and
supportive of everyone at school. I will not
participate in name calling, gossiping, teasing
or intimidating others.

II. Learning Environment

I have the right to learn to the best of my
ability. I have the right to a good Learning
Environment.
Therefore, I expect to have my lessons taught
well in a productive class setting.

I have the responsibility to do my best work
and help others do their best.
Therefore, I will listen and follow directions, ask
for explanations when I need help, disturb no
one in class, arrive to class on time, and turn in
neat, carefully planned, completed work.

III. Expression
I have the right to respectfully express myself.

I have the responsibility to support the rights of
others to express themselves and to express
myself appropriately.

Therefore, I expect to share my ideas with
others and to discuss my problems with people
in positions of authority.
Therefore, I will listen politely when others are
presenting or sharing their ideas and show
respect for others’ work.
IV. Property
I have the right to have my property and the
property of others treated with respect.

I have the responsibility to respect my own and
other people’s property.

Therefore, I expect my property to be safe and
left undisturbed by others.

Therefore, I will use school property in a
manner for which it was designed, and handle
other people's property only with their
permission. I will keep my property where it
belongs, in a safe and organized manner.

V. Safety

I have the right to a physically safe school
environment.
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Therefore, I expect to move throughout the
school without being disturbed.

Therefore, I will move from class to class
without pushing, shoving or bothering others. I
will walk and not run at all times. I will exercise
common sense and play in a manner that does
not endanger others. I will recognize the
danger of “play fighting” and will choose not
to engage in it.

VI. Sportsmanship
I have the right to play in an environment
where everyone uses good sportsmanship.
Therefore, I expect to be included in activities
and to have my turn with school equipment.

I have the responsibility to be a good sport.
Therefore, I will let everyone participate in
activities, share equipment with others and
play fairly. I will settle differences without
losing my temper, name calling, swearing or
fighting.

VII. Safe Transport
I have the right to safe and respectful
treatment on the school bus.
Therefore, I expect to have a calm and orderly
entry, ride and exit on the bus.

I have the responsibility to follow all bus rules
and regulations and to always respect the right
of others to a safe and orderly journey
Therefore, I will not enter, ride, or exit the bus
in any way which disturbs the right of others to
a safe and orderly journey.

VIII. Conservation
I have the right to a clean environment that is
respected by its inhabitants.
Therefore, I expect to inhabit a clean school
where everyone respects and makes efficient
use of their resources.

I have the responsibility to respect the school
environment and to help protect and conserve
the resources at my disposal.
Therefore, I will not litter. I will not waste
school supplies. I will recycle as directed and
try to save energy by turning off lights and
other electrical appliances when not needed.

4.5 Behavior Expectations
The administration and Board of XIS support and encourage student responsibility and
have high expectations with regards to the behaviors of all members of the XIS
Community. In this spirit, we work with students and families to ensure a safe and positive
environment for all with good counsel, personal reflection and the opportunity to grow
and learn from mistakes. XIS does however reserve the right to take appropriate
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disciplinary action, including suspension or expulsion, for activities that are considered
detrimental to the welfare of the school, the student body, or the individual.
XIS students are subject to school rules and disciplinary action for incidents of misconduct
occurring during school or while attending school-sponsored activities, whether on the
school campus or off the campus. All XIS athletes are subject to the training rules, and
disciplinary actions established by the school. Participation is a privilege and those who
represent the school must assume additional responsibility for their actions.
Repeated unrelated violations of the rules will be considered an unacceptable
behavior pattern and may be grounds for disciplinary action, which may include
suspension or expulsion.
Laws of China
It is important for all to remember that they are guests in this country. It is important to be
respectful to the laws of the host country. Keep in mind, it is illegal to:
•
•
•

Bring banned materials into the country. The Chinese government does not allow
printed materials, tapes, CDs or DVDs that are anti-Chinese.
Display in the People's Republic of China (P.R.C.) any political rhetoric, emblem, flag
or insignia representing Taiwan as independent.
Engage in or support any political or religious movements that are not approved by
the Chinese government.

At the local level, it is illegal for teachers to tutor any students (whether or not the students
are from XIS) for money at any time of year.
Health and Welfare
Alcohol/Drugs
Possession and/or being under the influence of alcohol may result in a 3-day or greater
suspension, while the administration considers expulsion. Distribution and/or sale of
alcohol may result in a 5-day suspension and may lead to expulsion.
Unauthorized possession, use, distribution or sale of drugs violate PRC Criminal Law. Any
possession, use, distribution or sale of drugs by an XIS student will result in expulsion. The
administration is required to notify the school board and report to the police authority.
Tobacco Use
Smoking is unacceptable on campus or in the general vicinity of the school at any time and
may result in a three-day suspension.
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Behavior Expectations from Code of Conduct
I.

Respect (Code of Conduct)

Harassment & Intimidation (Bullying)
Will not be tolerated by anyone. Teasing, threatening, or the verbal harassment of another
person in any form including written, spoken, or electronic forms (wechat or other social
media, email, through group games) may result in parent contact, a request for a letter of
apology, and, in severe or repeated cases, suspension or expulsion.
Cyberbullying
Use of private cell phones, email accounts and other forms of electronic communication to
harass or intimidate students, faculty, or staff will be grounds for disciplinary action
including suspension or expulsion.
II.

Learning Environment

Academic Honesty
XIS expects all students to always do their own work on all assignments, including tests.
The only exceptions are when the teacher has given directions to learn with parents or
classmates. See Academic Integrity Guidelines and Procedures.
Skipping School or Classes
XIS expects students to come to school unless parents have informed us of an
illness/excused absence. During the school day students are expected to attend all classes.
Skipping classes will be viewed as a dangerous activity, will not be tolerated and will result
in a disciplinary action that may include suspension.
Dress Code (see ‘Dress Code’)
Inappropriate dress will result in a call to parents and a warning. Repeated offenses may
result in a suspension.
Inappropriate Behavior
Any behavior that disrupts the learning opportunities or threatens the safety of others will
not be tolerated.
Insubordination
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Failure to follow a staff member's reasonable direction will not be tolerated and will result
in a disciplinary action that may include suspension.
Gum Chewing
Gum chewing is not permitted at school or on the bus. No gum in school.
Music
Personal technology and digital music devices cannot be used in class unless allowed
under direct instruction by a teacher. These devices may be used on the school bus and
during lunch. The school cannot be held responsible for loss or theft of these items.
Coffee Shop
The coffee shop is for Middle School and High School students only. Elementary – please
do not accept drinks or snacks from siblings or parents who can go into the coffee shop.
III.

Expression

Obscenities and Profanities
All students are expected to use appropriate, inoffensive language. This also refers to
wording and slogans on clothing, text messaging and emails. It extends to all languages,
not just English. Penalties may include (but are not limited to) parent contact, letters of
apology and detention. Suspension is also possible if the language is aimed at an
individual. It will be viewed and treated as an act of harassment.
IV.

Property

Technology
All students (Gr2-12) (Pre k – Gr 1 parents) must sign and comply with the terms of the
Acceptable Use Policy. Violations of the policy can result in loss or restriction of technology
privileges. Repeated violations may result in loss of use, suspension and/or expulsion.
Vandalism
Destroying or defacing school property is not permitted. Students may serve a detention,
a suspension, and may have to either reimburse the school for any damages or spend time
cleaning/repairing the damages.
Stealing
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It is not acceptable for students to take what doesn’t belong to them. Students caught
stealing may be given up to a five-day suspension for the first offense and will need to
return or replace the stolen items. Repeated incidents of stealing and/or the theft of large
items can result in expulsion.
Mobile Phones and Watchphones
Secondary School students may bring a watch/phone to school in their backpacks;
however, it must stay in their backpack during the day. If a secondary student is seen with
a watchphone/ phone out in school, they will be taken from them and given to the
principal. XIS cannot take responsibility for any loss or damage of any items brought to
school from home.
Electronic Devices
Electronic equipment by all students must be used and in compliance with "Acceptable
Use Policy". Use must be authorized by school personnel and for educational purposes.
The school cannot be held responsible for loss or theft of personal electronic items.
Toys
Secondary School students may not bring toys to play with at school. If a student brings a
toy to use on the bus, it may not be a play weapon. It must be used safely and not disturb
others. It must stay in the student’s book bag during the day or a teacher or administrator
may take it away to return it later. The school cannot be held responsible for loss or theft
of such items.
Textbooks
The school may lend books to students, including library books, during the school year.
Students must treat them with care. If these are lost or damaged, students and parents will
be responsible for their repair/replacement, if necessary.
V. Safety (Code of Conduct)
Aggressive or Dangerous Play
Play fighting, being too rough, or running inside the building can result in injury to the
student/others or damage to school property. These behaviors can be grounds for
disciplinary action including, but not limited to detentions, letters to parents, in-school
suspension, suspensions and expulsion depending upon frequency and/or severity.
Fighting
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Any deliberate, aggressive physical contact with another person that might result in an
injury is considered fighting. Fighting may result in a minimum two-day suspension for all
students involved. Starting a fight will result in heavier penalties. Repeated incidents may
lead to expulsion. Use of a dangerous object while fighting will result in expulsion. * Playfighting may result in injury to one or more individuals and is not allowed. Disciplinary
action will depend upon the frequency and/or severity of the violation.
Weapons
Possession of a weapon (or using an object as a weapon) on campus, at a school event off
campus or on the bus may be grounds for suspension or expulsion. The administration
reserves the right to contact local police.

4.6 Secondary Discipline Process
What you should know…
We understand that the XIS learning environment is determined by the entire school
community. However, it is also determined by each student’s conduct. Understanding how
to behave properly as a student is an essential part of learning to live in any society.
Without a safe and secure learning environment, the teacher cannot teach effectively, and
the learner cannot learn. Actions have consequences. Knowing that consequences for
actions occur helps individuals choose appropriate behaviors.
In the XIS Secondary School there are expected school-wide guidelines for conduct (see
Code of Conduct & Behavior Expectations sections), supplemented by guidelines in
individual classrooms.
If a student breaks one of the classroom guidelines, the teacher will handle the violation
appropriately. If the offense is especially serious, or there have been repeated infractions,
the Principal and/or Counselor may be requested to intervene.
If a student breaks a Conduct in School rule, the classroom teacher may refer the student
to the Secondary School Principal. The administration and faculty of XIS believe it is
important to have knowledge about a student, prior related incidents and the facts of an
incident prior to assigning consequences.
Whenever a student is referred to the Counselor or the Principal for disciplinary reasons,
this will be regarded as a more serious matter. Every attempt will be made to ensure there
are clear, consistent and fairly administered consequences.
In general:
•

The Principal will talk to the student and parents may be called.
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•
•

A report will go in the student’s file.
A consequence may be assigned by the Principal. The focus is on helping the
student to understand that s/he is responsible for his/her behavior, and that there
are consequences for unacceptable actions. When choosing a consequence, every
effort will be made to determine what is both fair and effective. At any point, the
school Counselor may be contacted for advice and/or referral. Consequences will
be based on the severity and/or frequency of the infraction and may include, but
are not limited to, reflections, letters of apology, written explanations of the incident
and what should be done in the future, signed student contracts, loss of recess or
snack time play, loss of access to special events such as assemblies and field trips,
lunch and snack detention, and full-day in-school suspension.

In cases of severe violations, the Principal, in discussion with the Head of School, has the
authority to immediately assign a more serious consequence, such as external suspension
of one or more days. If none of the above measures prove a successful deterrent, the
Headmaster, by Board Policy, has the authority to initiate expulsion procedures. This is
utilized in a few very severe cases or when there are no other reasonable alternatives.
What you should do…
•
•

•
•

•
•

Familiarize yourself with the Code of Conduct and Conduct in Schools section of
this Parent Handbook.
Discuss the section with your child and sign and date the appropriate page to
indicate you have completed this important activity together. Have your child return
the signed and dated page to her/his teacher.
Read the Code of Conduct carefully and then talk about it with your child.
If you have any questions about whether or not something is appropriate, talk with
your child’s homeroom a teacher, or the appropriate principal if you need further
clarification.
Speak directly to the classroom teacher if you have any questions about that
teacher’s discipline policy or procedures.
Speak to the Principal only if the discipline problem goes beyond the classroom
teacher or cannot be resolved at the classroom level.

Please sign, print, and return the next page to your child’s homeroom teacher.
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We have read and understand the XIS Code of Conduct and Behavior Expectations.

Student Name _______________________ Student Signature ________________________
Parent/Guardian Name____________________ Parent Signature_______________________

Date ____________________________
(Please sign and return to your child’s homeroom teacher)
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4.7 Guardianship and Parent Absence
Please Note
This issue is of particular concern to the staff and administration at XIS. We have seen an
increasing number of students left alone for extended periods of time. In a couple of
instances, students have been injured or sick during the school day, and the school was
unable to find a responsible adult to care for the child. No issue is more important to us
than your child’s safety. We need all parents and guardians to work honestly and
consistently with us on making sure that children are safe all day and every day.
Understandings
•

•
•
•

•

All students, regardless of their age, must have an adult parent or guardian residing
in Xiamen full time. XIS can have students withdrawn from school until appropriate
guardianship has been established.
The school must know who is responsible for your children at all times.
You are responsible for making sure that the school has updated contact
information, especially when you are traveling.
If you plan to be away for a long period of time, you are responsible for coming to
school and signing our Guardianship Form, placing someone else in charge of your
child during your absence. Failure to communicate with the school about changes in
Guardianship
Any action that puts your child at risk in an emergency situation and could
jeopardize his/her continued enrollment.

Parent Responsibility
•

•

•

Contact the main office whenever you are going to be out of town, even for a day.
Give us the name and contact information of the person who will be responsible for
your child in your absence – even if it is your ayi/nanny.
Come to school if you plan to be absent for more than one week. Bring with you the
person who will be your child’s guardian in your absence. Sign a paper outlining
who the guardian will be in your absence.
Call or e-mail us any time your contact information changes. Make sure that we can
reach you in case of an emergency.
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4.8 Authorization for Temporary Guardianship of Minor
AUTHORIZATION FOR TEMPORARY GUARDIANSHIP OF MINOR FORM
Child’s Full Legal Name:
___________________________________________________________________
Date of Birth: _______________________ Age: ___________
Parent(s)/Legal Guardian(s):
Parent #1: Name:
___________________________________________________________________________
Parent #2: Name:
___________________________________________________________________________
Temporary Guardian(s):
Temporary Guardian #1: Name:
___________________________________________________________________________
Address:
_________________________________________________________________________
Home phone: __________________________ Work phone: __________________________
Mobile phone: _________________________
Email: ________________________________
Additional Contact Information:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Emergency Contact: Name:
___________________________________________________________________________
Address:
___________________________________________________________________________
Home phone: __________________________ Work phone: __________________________
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AUTHORIZATION FOR TEMPORARY GUARDIANSHIP OF MINOR FORM (Con’t.)

Mobile phone: ____________________________ Email: _____________________________
Additional Contact Information:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

AUTHORIZATION AND CONSENT OF PARENT(S) OR LEGAL GUARDIAN(S)
1. I hereby declare that I have legal custody of the above-named child.
2. I hereby grant the temporary guardian my full authorization to make all decisions
related to my child’s welfare for the duration they are in their care.
3. This authorization is effective commencing on the ______day of _________________,
20_____ and expiring on the ______day of ____________________, 20____.
Parent 1’s signature: ________________________________ Date: ____________________
Parent 2’s signature: ________________________________ Date: ____________________

CONSENT OF TEMPORARY GUARDIAN
I hereby acknowledge the terms set forth above and agree to assume responsibility in
accordance with those terms.
Temporary Guardian’s signature: ________________________________
Date: _____________________
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4.9 Early Departure/Late Arrival
Understandings
•

•

Students get the most benefit from their education when they are present for the
whole school day/ year. Students who leave early for holidays or arrive back late
from them often find that they have missed important learning opportunities as well
as social activities.
The school cannot provide early report cards or transcripts for any reason. You can
print off your child's report cards from the Managebac system once they have been
posted. We will gladly send transcripts on to you or your child’s new school for a
small fee or keep them until the student returns the following semester.

Student Responsibilities
Leaving School Early
•
•

Parents/guardians must contact the school if a student needs to leave early
Student must obtain written permission from the main office, signed by a school
administrator

Arriving to School Late
•

Secondary students should report to the main office if they arrive at school late

Parent Responsibilities
•

•
•

Contact the school as soon as possible to let us know if your child will be departing
early. This helps us ensure that all books and materials have been returned and that
all teachers have an opportunity to speak to the student about missed work.
Early report cards or transcripts are not given.
If you are not returning, provide the school with a forwarding address for us to send
important documents.

4.10 Health and Safety
Understandings
•
•
•

Your child’s health and safety are very important to us.
Full-time, qualified medical staff work for the school; a doctor is also available across
the street at Yingcai School.
All medication should be given to the nurse to be dispensed to the student.
Students may not take medicine alone.
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•

•

•
•

If your child is injured at school and needs medical attention, our nurse will contact
you and arrange for you to meet her and your child at the appropriate hospital or
clinic.
If your child feels unwell during the school day, the nurse can check the student’s
health and either administer treatment, allow the student to rest, or return the
student to class.
If there is any concern that your child is too sick to be in school or is contagious, the
nurse will contact you and ask you to come to school and pick up your child.
The Head of School or principal will send home a letter and will post information on
the website regarding any medical issues that may impact the school community.

Parent Responsibility
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Keep your child at home if s/he is unwell, is running a fever (37.5 C) , or has any
symptoms which you even suspect might be contagious.
Pick up your child when requested; remember that anyone in the building can be
affected by a sick child.
Take your child to a doctor or medical clinic if you have any concerns about your
child’s health or need directions about how long to keep your child out of school.
Contact the nurse if your child is taking any medication. If the medication needs to
be taken during the school day, send written permission to your child's homeroom
teacher.
Give the medicine to the nurse with a label that has the child’s name, the name of
the medication, the dosage required and the directions for administering the
medicine.
Contact the school immediately if your child is diagnosed with a contagious illness
so that we can inform classroom teachers and other students.
Read any information posted on the XIS website, Newsletters, WeChat, or sent
home to keep informed of any potential public health concerns.
Keep your contact details up to date in case we need to contact you in an
emergency

4.11 Special Events and Tournaments
Understandings
•

•
•

Throughout the year, we hold a number of events for the XIS community. These
include a beginning of year picnic, winter and spring concerts/performances, a
Lunar New Year celebration and ACAMIS tournaments. We encourage your
attendance in support of your children.
We cannot always provide transportation to or from these events.
Teachers work hard with students to make sure that the events will be rewarding for
your children.
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Parent Responsibility
•
•
•

•

Come! These events are great opportunities to support your children.
Return the slips we send home so that we can plan for transportation, seating and
food.
Observe the following rules for good audience members:
o Turn off mobile phones. If you must keep them on (because you’re a doctor,
for example), turn them to silent mode and leave the performance area to
speak on the phone.
o Be polite and attentive throughout the performance, not just during your
child’s part. Congratulate your child when the performance is over. Focus on
what went well and not on what s/he may not have done well.
o Make sure that all comments are positive and respectful to your child and all
other participants.
o Be aware that your behavior represents our school as much as our students’
behavior does!
Observe the rules of good sportsmanship:
o Do not speak to the coaches or players on either team. Do not speak to the
referees during play.
o Make sure that all comments are positive and respectful to your child and all
other participants.
o Be aware that your behavior represents our school as much as our students’
behavior does!

4.12 Visiting the School
Understandings
All persons entering/exiting campus through the front security guard station need to
enter a PIN number or swipe an ID card at the security station. You should come to the
XIS Main Office to sign out your confidential PIN envelope. In the envelope, you will
find a 4-digit random password for each of your family members. You may also
purchase an E-card (at RMB 10) instead if you do not wish to use the password.
Campus Entry/Exit Procedures
1. For parents and Ayi/driver authorized by parents, please log in each individual's
password before entering/exiting the campus. If needed, the security guard on duty
will check the identity information installed in the system before allowing
entrance/exit. If you forget your personal password or the password is invalid, you
should contact the main office secretary with the help of the security guard by
calling Extension number 106 or 105 to confirm your ID before being allowed to
enter/exit the campus.
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2. If parents would like to take students (who normally take regular school buses) off
campus after school hours or students (with parents or not), for any reason, need to
leave campus during schooling hours, please go to the Main Office to get a
“Permission To Leave Campus” Form. This needs to be signed by the Main Office
secretary and/or by the division Principal.
3. For students taking private transportation: Each student has his/her pick-up
password. Please keep it confidential. Do not give the entrance/exit password to
your driver or Ayi if you don’t authorize him/her to pick up your child(ren). Once you
give the password to him/her, it is presumed that you have authorized him/her to
pick up your child(ren). By the same token, if you give your child(ren) his/her/their
password and s/he can then enter/exit the campus on his/her own, it is also
presumed that you have authorized your child(ren) to enter/leave campus on his/her
own. Please note that students in or below grade 3 are not allowed to leave campus
alone.
4. When taking child(ren) off campus, please log in each child’s respective password
before logging in your own. If you have new pick-up personnel, please inform your
respective division secretary (Myra Chen, myrachen@xischina.com.cn, the secondary
secretary at 6256581). Your newly-authorized pick-up personnel’s
information/password can then be updated in a timely manner for the sake of your
child(ren)’s security.
Visitor (not applicable for parents) Guidelines
•
•
•
•

All visitors will be required to wear a brightly colored visitor’s badge in a place
where it is easily seen.
Guards will ask for this information and give you a badge even if they may know
you well and even if you are a regular visitor.
In the Secondary School visits from previous students must be arranged at least
one day in advance. Students who show up unannounced will be sent home.
Visits to the Secondary School by potential students may be arranged with the
Secondary School Principal (davidyoung@xischina.com.cn). These visits are not
to last longer than a day.

Parent Responsibility
•
•
•
•

Bring some form of picture ID with you when you come to visit the campus.
Comply respectfully with the guards when they ask to see your ID.
Wear the visitor’s badge in a prominent place on your body. Return the badge
when you leave the school.
Call or write the appropriate principal to arrange for student visits.
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4.13 Volunteering—Parents
Understandings
•
•

Parents are welcome to come to school any time. Parents don’t need to wait for a
special event to come visit us. But please, call and let us know you’re coming.
Volunteering is a great way to get to know the school and the other parents.

Parents can volunteer to help in a number of ways, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serving as a class parent
Sharing special knowledge with the class joining special event organization groups –
eg: Holiday bazaar, Spring Fling, International Day
Providing food or time for events (School BBQ picnic, ACAMIS tournaments,
International Day, etc.). Serving on special committees for accreditation
Translating
Serving as a substitute teacher, if you have previous classroom experience and hold
a bachelor’s degree. (compensation provided)
Listening to students read

Parent Responsibility
•
•
•

•

Speak to your child’s classroom teachers if you have something you’d like to share
(e.g. your culture, career or expertise).
Speak to the appropriate principal if you want to help with school-wide projects or
offer an AP.
Speak to the officers of the parent special events groups if you would like to
become involved with their wide range of fund-raising and support activities.
Understand that if you are working in classrooms, everything you hear and see in
connection with students is of the utmost confidence and should not be shared with
other adults or students.

4.14 IB Style Parenting
The following list of characteristics is taken from the IB Learner Profile. We want to share
with you what these attributes might look like as parents.
Inquirer
•
•

What it means: Inquirers are curious. They want to know how things work and why
they work that way. They enjoy learning new things.
What it looks like: Parents who are Inquirers ask for information when they don’t
understand something. They call or e-mail the teacher and say, “Can you help me
understand the homework assignment?” or “Can you tell me a little bit more about
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the Unit of Inquiry and how it’s set up?” or “Can you explain the school’s discipline
policy on bullying?” NOTE: It’s important to ask questions as they come up, rather
than saving up a list and asking them all at once.
Thinker
•

•

What it means: Thinkers work hard at separating their feelings from the facts. They
look for the logic of a situation and try to see the situation from all points of view
before making a decision
What it looks like: Parents who are Thinkers try hard not to jump to conclusions.
They listen to what their children have to say and what the teacher has to say about
a situation and then try to make the most objective decision possible. (This is a
tough one when we’re talking about our own children, isn’t it?) They don’t
automatically assume that the child is always right or that the teacher is always right.
They take each situation individually and gather all appropriate facts prior to
reaching a conclusion.

Knowledgeable
•

•

What it means: Knowledgeable people have done their “homework.” They know
the facts about a situation or subject because they have done some research. They
use that knowledge to make decisions.
What it looks like: Knowledgeable parents have spent some time trying to
understand the school and its programs. They have attended Open Houses, Parent
Nights, Parent Conferences and other school- sponsored events in order to get all
the information they need. They read the Parent and Student Handbooks, the
Course Description Guide and the website and ask questions when they don’t
understand something.

Risk-Taker
•

•

What it means: Risk takers are willing to try new things and to work in new ways.
They ask for help when they need it, but they also have confidence about working
alone when they need to.
What it looks like: Risk-taking parents contact the school directly when they have a
question or concern. They participate in school events like International Day, Parent
Conferences, and Winter Program. They present to classes about their home
country or their jobs. They willingly consider strategies for educating children that
may be different from their own experience or home country.
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Communicator
•

What it means: Communicators use a wide variety of strategies to get their point
across. They speak out when they have questions or concerns, but they also listen
effectively. They do this in ways that are positive and constructive. Good
communication is the cornerstone of a good relationship with the school.

•

What it looks like: Parents who communicate well always go right to the source. If
it’s a classroom question, they go to the teacher. If it’s a bus question, they ask the
bus monitor or the bus coordinator. They make appointments and let the people
involved know what the subject of the meeting will be so that no one is caught off
guard or unprepared. They make sure that all involved people (parents and school
staff) are invited to meetings. They speak and listen respectfully.

Open-Minded
•

•

What it means: Open minded people recognize that there is more than one way to
look at a situation or solve a problem. They recognize that very few problems have
black and white or right and wrong answers. They are interested in hearing about all
the possible solutions before coming to a decision. They are willing to try a new way
of thinking or learning to see if it is a good fit for their child.
What it looks like: Open minded parents recognize that XIS may offer curriculum
and instruction that is very different from what they had at home. They are
respectful of cultural differences between themselves and other families and
between themselves and the school.

Principled
•
•

What it means: Principled people are honest and responsible. They are committed
to equality and fairness.
What it looks like: Principled parents work directly with the school when problems
arise. They don’t engage in gossip or speculation but always seek facts and
evidence from all appropriate sources. They treat everyone – students, parents,
teachers and administrators – with respect.

Balanced
•

•

What it means: Balanced individuals are interested in many things. Their lives are a
balance of play and work, and they seek to keep a balance between the intellect,
the body, the mind and the spirit.
What it looks like: Balanced parents are interested in all aspects of their child’s
education. They understand that the whole child – physical, intellectual and social –
all interact together. They encourage their children to participate in sports and the
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arts, in work and play, in intellectual pursuits and in building friendships. They are
also well-balanced in their own lives, with interests outside the school and the lives
of their children.
Reflective
•

•

What it means: Reflective people think about their own actions and learning styles.
They are always asking, “How could I do that better?” or “What’s the best way for
me to do that?”
What it looks like: Reflective parents look at what they can contribute to the school
environment and to their child’s education. Rather than expecting the school to
solve all problems and address all concerns, they say, “What can I do to help? How
can I contribute to my child’s education?” They listen at parent conferences and
meetings and try to figure out the best ways that they can support what is
happening in the classroom.

Caring
•

•

What it means: Caring individuals are concerned about other people’s feelings and
ideas. They want to make friends and build good relationships and are more
interested in building people up than they are in tearing them down.
What it looks like: There are two important ways to talk about caring parents. First
and foremost, we want them to care about their children. This means that they are
present in their children’s lives and treat them with love and respect. They create
homes where children feel safe. Secondly, we hope that they will be caring in their
relationships with our staff. This means finding things to praise as well as things to
criticize. It means being empathetic and recognizing that teachers are people, too.
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Chapter 5—Communication
5.1 XIS Communication
Microsoft Office Online 365
•

The XIS community uses Microsoft 365 to collaborate and communicate
electronically.

ManageBac
•
•

Secondary School teachers use ManageBac to post class assignments and
information about what’s happening in their classes.
All school report cards are posted on ManageBac – parents are sent a link to access
the report cards. We do not send home hard copies of reports. It is the parents'
responsibility to access, read and print off report cards.

Newsletters
•

In the Secondary School, a weekly newsletter is sent to parents via email and the
secondary parent private XIS WeChat group.

WeChat
•

The school has two WeChat accounts: one is a public account where schoolwide
news and events are shared. Registered parents may join with the QR Code:

•

The second official XIS WeChat group is a private group specifically for secondary
parents who are automatically added upon enrollment to XIS. Messages may be
sent out to the community via the school secretaries. All messages must be
approved by the principal.
Teachers do not participate in class WeChat groups.

•

The school website gives general school information, calendars, and news updates. The
website address is http://www.xischina.com.
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5.2 Parent/Teacher Communication
Understandings
•
•

•

•

The school aims to create a strong link between parents and the school. We
encourage two-way, positive communication as often as possible.
The best way to have concerns addressed is to go to the person most directly
involved who can help you. Conversations with the appropriate Principal or
Headmaster should be reserved for those occasions when working with the teachers
has not been successful.
We strongly encourage parent attendance at Parent Teacher Conferences, 3-way
Conferences, Student-Led Conferences, Open House, Parent workshops and other
events designed for parents to meet and talk to school staff.
Not all school events are designed to be Parent Conferences. Celebrations like the
annual picnic, holiday bazar, concerts, and tournaments are opportunities for all
community members to enjoy each other’s company. They are not designed for
parents to get an update on your child’s progress or to ask about instruction,
curriculum or school programs. We encourage parents to schedule a separate
meeting to discuss these issues.

Translations
•

The school has full time staff members who speak both Chinese and Korean and
who are happy to serve as translators with appropriate advance notice.

Teacher Contact
•
•

•
•
•
•

All teachers can be reached by calling the main phone line and leaving a message,
or by emailing them.
Teachers are under no obligation to share their personal contact details with
parents. If parents do have teacher personal contact details, we ask that parents are
respectful of this privilege and do not contact teachers after 5pm or on the
weekend or holidays. School email is the most appropriate way to contact teachers.
Teachers want to hear from parents and to work with parents on developing student
education growth.
XIS encourages face-to-face meetings with parents when significant or repeated
issues arise
The Secondary School secretary can help with coordinating meeting times with
parents.
Divisional Principals can assist with any issues that may arise.
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Parent Responsibility
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Call or e-mail ahead to make an appointment. If you arrive without one, we cannot
ensure that the person you want to see will be available or prepared to discuss your
concerns.
Follow up. If you don’t receive a response within 24-hours, e-mail or call again. Your
message may have been lost.
When you make the appointment, let us know if you wish to use one of our
translators.
Use phone calls or face-to-face meetings as much as possible. Letters and e-mails
are a good backup, but they also can cause unintentional conflicts when the writer’s
intent is unclear or misinterpreted. Direct communication is always better.
Go directly to the source. If you have a concern about an individual teacher, speak
first to the teacher. You should only go to administration only if you have spoken
more than once to the teacher and have not been successful.
Please do not use Wechat groups as a way to air grievances or to talk about other
parents, teachers or students. If you chat impolitely or inappropriately on Wechat
groups, the Principal and/or Headmaster may need to meet with you regarding our
principles for being a part of the XIS community.
Remember that we all have the same goal i.e., to provide your child with the best
possible education in the safest possible environment. Polite and respectful
conversations by everyone will help all parties meet that goal more successfully.
Feel free to call us when something has gone well. We need to know when you’re
not happy, but we’d also certainly like to know when we’ve succeeded.
As much as possible, plan your communications to occur during the school day so
that our teachers have evenings and weekends to spend with their own families.
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Chapter 6—Student Life and Programs
6.1 Counseling
What you should know
•
•

•

The school has certified counselors for all students; s/he may be able to help your
child with social, academic or emotional problems.
The counselors are available to assist students in all aspects of their personal and
academic growth. Growing up is not always easy, especially in an international
setting.
Students and parents are encouraged to visit with their respective counselor and
confidentially share their concerns, questions or problems.

What you should know about college entrance testing...
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Our Counselor works with students on their college choices and applications.
We offer SAT testing for college-bound students; we can help with registration for
the TOEFL.
Students receive testing information in their homerooms.
All tests – SAT is taken at the student’s expense.
Although you can buy books on testing, there is no foolproof way to study for the
SAT. The test is different each year. The Counselor can provide you with some good
strategies for preparing for these tests.
The Counselor can help you decide whether or not your child should take or re-take
the test.
Parents are responsible for providing us with information about colleges in their
home countries.
We provide official transcripts to universities upon request, provided that all tuition
and fees are fully paid at XIS.

What you should do
•

•
•
•
•

If you have academic concerns always contact your child's class/subject teacher first.
If you have further concerns about your child's emotional or academic well-being
(beyond the teachers' control) please contact the counselor.
Contact the Secondary Counselor for information about testing.
Make sure that your child will be available on the test dates before signing them up.
Make sure that all paperwork is turned in on or before the deadline.
Make sure your child gets a good night’s sleep the night before, eats a good
breakfast, is not under undue stress and arrives on time on the day of the test!
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6.2 Activity Program
What you should know…
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The school offers activities for students in Grades 1 through 12.
APs run on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Students receive activity information and sign-up before the start of each session.
Students in Gr 1-12 must sign up for 2 APs per week.
Students MUST pick more than one choice as it is not always possible for a student
to get every AP s/he wants. Once a student has been assigned to an AP, s/he must
attend every session – including the day after a tournament or performance.
APs start on week 3 of trimester 1 and run every week until late May. There are no
APs in the last 2 weeks of school.
Some of the activities provided by outside experts incur a fee per trimester. Please
read the sign-up forms and brochures carefully for this information.

What you should do….
•
•
•

Review the choices available to your child and help him/her make good decisions.
Make sure that all of the paperwork (fees if any) are turned in on time.
Encourage your child to continue to attend all AP sessions, even if the AP is initially
difficult or the child is discouraged. This will help your child learn perseverance.

6.3 School and Class Trips
Field Trips and Special Events
Owing to local authority restrictions concerned with transportation of school aged children,
we are no longer allowed to use our school buses to take students on field trips. The
planning and logistics owing to safety regulations are also making it very difficult for us to
take students out of school. We are currently trying to work on creative solutions to these
issues.
Understandings
Field trips to areas of educational interest are encouraged.
Teacher Expectations
•
•
•

We recommend a 1:10 adult: student ratio on field trips.
No student should be taken on a field trip without written permission from the
parents.
Teachers need to complete a transportation request from an outside source at least
half a school year in advance.
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•
•

•

Parents are generally responsible for providing lunch money
Arrangements and approval for field trips should be made half a school year in
advance. The Principal must approve all proposed field trips and special events. A
school administrator must attend every field trip.
Field trips outside of Xiamen and its suburbs must be approved in October for the
whole year, although there is some flexibility in the long-range planning process.

In addition to these field trips, funds are also available through our China Studies Program.
This program is designed to encourage field trips that promote the language, history and
culture of our host country.
Week Without Walls Experiential Learning
Every year XIS organizes a “Week Without Walls” experiential learning week for students
in grades 6-11, typically in early November. The trips provide multiple opportunities for
students to meet required CAS outcomes, build community, and appreciate China’s
natural and cultural diversity. There is an additional fee for participation in the program.
Week Without Walls trips are planned and led by professional outdoor education providers
with an emphasis on safety and are chaperoned by XIS teachers. Students engage in a
variety of team building and challenge activities such as rock climbing, mountain biking,
and camping and are generally only allowed to use personal electronic devices for a short
time each day.
Students are expected to participate in the Week Without Walls program. If students are
unable to participate, they will need to work with the CAS coordinator to devise an
alternative program to meet CAS outcomes during the week. This may involve service
projects at XIS or in the community.
CAS Outcomes. Students Will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Become more aware of strengths and areas for growth
Undertake challenges that develop new skills
Discuss, evaluate, and plan student-initiated activities
Persevere in action
Work collaboratively with others
Develop international mindedness through global engagement, multi-lingualism,
and intercultural understanding
Consider the ethical implications of actions
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6.4 School Graduation and Ceremonies
Award Ceremonies
In addition, there is an award ceremony for Middle School (Grades 6 – 8) and High School
(Grades 9-11) students. These events are all held during the school day near the end of the
school year.
High School Graduation
Grade 12 students organize an event to mark their completion of high school, generally as
close as possible to the last day of school for seniors. This event has been typically held off
campus and is usually preceded or followed by a dinner.

6.5 Social Emotional Learning (SEL)
Each section of each grade of the Secondary School has a designated Homeroom teacher
who meets regularly with the students every morning and during a scheduled period of the
ten-day cycle. In addition, the homeroom teachers in Grade 6-10 participate in a SEL
Program led by the Secondary Principal or Director of Curriculum and Instruction, which
meets once in the ten-day cycle. Grade 6 to 10 homeroom teachers also generally attend
the EOTC Program (LINK) with students from their homeroom group.
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Chapter 7—Student Information and Procedures
7.1 Secondary Acceptable Use Procedures for Technology
XIS provides all secondary students with access to technology by providing wireless
internet access and their own accounts for our systems and services, like Microsoft Office
365, Course Management System Managebac, Tutorial platform Lynda.com, course
planning (Naviance) and a host of other services and hardware tools to support learning.
Students use these ICT resources and their own devices for classwork, research, and
preparation of assignments, communication, and development of their own technology
skills.
Care must be taken to ensure the resources, both school owned and personal, are
protected from harm and that students are not exposed to offensive or illegal materials.
Students and parents should carefully read the conditions stated below. To have access to
the schools' ICT resources, students must, each year, agree to abide by this XIS ICT
Acceptable Use Policy. It is the joint responsibility of staff and the parent or guardian of
each student to educate the student about their responsibilities and to establish ethical
expectations when using technology.
Secondary Student Agreement
Acceptable uses of technology are activities that support teaching and learning.
As a responsible digital citizen, I agree to:
1) RESPECT and PROTECT the Privacy of Self and Others.
I will:
•
•
•
•
•

Keep all my passwords and login name private for all my accounts and make sure
my profile is protected.
Only use my own accounts, and not log in as someone else and keep my files
private.
Not include my full name, address, phone number, school name or anyone else’s
personal information, if I publish information or images online.
Consider carefully whom I allow to be my friends online.
Acknowledge that all contributions to the Internet leave a digital footprint and are
public and permanent.

2) RESPECT and PROTECT All Electronic resources like they were my own.
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I will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be a responsible user and understand that access is a privilege, not a right.
Use school laptops / tablet devices carefully.
Not use devices around food or drink.
Not walk with the laptop open or in a dangerous manner around the school.
Be careful where I place the laptop and understand that by checking out the device
that I assume responsibility for its care while it is in my possession.
Leave protective shells on any resource that I have been given to use.
Not download software and or modify the settings of school provided devices
without the express consent of the ICT department.

3) RESPECT and PROTECT the Intellectual property of others.
I will:
•
•

Cite sources used including information, music, videos and images.
Not plagiarize and or steal the intellectual properties of others, both in and out of
the school setting.

4) RESPECT and PROTECT the Principles of community.
I will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use polite language when communicating in any format in school communications
as well as with outside stakeholders.
Never use any form of electronic communication to harass, frighten, intimidate, or
bully.
Use personal and or school computers and the Internet for schoolwork only during
class time.
Not download or stream music, movies, or games for personal use during school
hours.
Use only the programs and websites that my teacher has suggested or approved.
Print with my network card only and not waste resources
Use social networking or gaming at school for school purposes and under teacher
supervision.
Use my XIS email account responsibly and I will check my XIS email daily.

The use of computers and other technology tools is a privilege that comes with special
responsibilities and a certain amount of due diligence.
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I have read this list of guidelines. When I use any device and the Internet at school, I
promise to follow these guidelines. I understand that if I do not follow these guidelines the
following may happen…
•
•
•
•

I will receive a warning and re-clarification of this agreement
My parents and the school Principal may be notified
My parents might have to pay for any damage or replacement
I might not be allowed to use devices at school

_________________________________________________________________________________
We have read and understand the XIS procedures for acceptable use of devices
Student Name________________________
Student Signature_____________________________
Parent/Guardian Name_____________________________
Homeroom Class_________________________
Date_____________________________
(This section to be signed and returned to the homeroom teacher.)
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7.2 XIS Bring Your Own Device
Understandings:
To provide a consistent experience for students, it is important the device meets the
minimum standards outlined below. This will ensure the device is able to connect to the
School network, printing systems, and ensure that digital content used in the classroom is
compatible with the chosen device. A PC will work sufficiently, but it is recommended that
students use an Apple MacBook or MacBook Air.
Specifications:
Platform
Screen Size
Process
Recommendation
RAM
Hard Drive
Operating System

Wireless
Required Features

Battery Life
Optional Devices

Hard Case or Cover and
Keyboard Cover
Software Requirements

Optional, but
Recommended
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PC, Tablet PC, or Apple MacBook or MacBook Air
10” screen or higher (measured diagonally) – consider portability
and weight
Intel Processor Preferably i5 or higher for all students Grade 5 and
up. This is to ensure longevity and speed.
RAM 4 GB or higher
128 GB or higher Memory
Windows 10 or newer Mac OSx 10.12 or newer (The newer the
Operating system the easier it is to integrate the device into the
network)
Dual-band (2.4 & 5 GHz) wireless capabilities.
Keyboard, USB port (We do not recommend purchasing the new
Apple universal port computers unless you buy a universal adapter
that can always be brought to school), headphone port, in-built
microphone, webcam
4+ hours
iOS, Android, Windows RT, Chromebook, Other Tablets (These
devices may be used to enrich learning but should not be
considered as main BYOD alternatives)
Both of these things are optional but are highly recommended as
XIS will bear no responsibility for a dropped or damaged device.
Word Processing programs Provided by XIS (Ex. MSWord, Pages)
Data Tools Provided By XIS (Ex. Excel, Numbers, Access) Multiple
browsers (Ex. Chrome, IE, Safari, and Firefox)
• Movie Editing Software (Ex. iMovie, Camtasia, Window
Movie Maker)
• Image Editing Software (Ex. Photoshop, Gimp)
• VPN
• Repair/Replacement insurance/service plan for the device
• Cloud data backup (Students are provided with OneDrive.
Other options are iCloud, Dropbox, Google Drive, or
personal cloud)
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Access to APP Store
Media Player
PDF Reader
Virus Protection
Software

This is recommended to help students gain access to a robust set of
tools to help them in their studies.
VLC (Windows), (Mac) Quicktime (Free with Every Mac)
Adobe Reader (Free)
Malware Bytes (Windows), (Mac) or Avast (Free)

**Software installation, with the exception of software packages distributed by Xiamen
International School, is the responsibility of the student/parents/caregivers. Valid licenses
are required for all software present on your device.

7.3 XIS Wi-Fi Acceptable Use Policy
Everyone in XIS is allowed to use the school’s Internet connection through Wi-Fi; however,
it is important to keep in mind that:
•
•
•
•

Students should not make use of the Wi-Fi during class time, unless instructed to do
so by their teacher.
XIS’s Wi-Fi should not be used to legally or illegally download or share music,
videos, games, or to run any P2P sharing software.
XIS’s Wi-Fi should not be used to watch streaming media such as YouKu/YouTube
videos unless this is done as part of a class activity.
Students are not allowed to play games or watch movies at any time at school.

Violations of these rules may result in disciplinary action, including the loss of student’s
privileges to use the school’s information technology resources.
_________________________________________________________________________________
I have read and understand the Wi-Fi Acceptable Use Policy.
Student Name _______________________________
Student Signature_____________________________
Date________________________________________
(Please print, sign, and return this page to the homeroom teacher.)
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7.4 Identification Card and Printing
Identification Card
An XIS identification card will be provided for every member of the school staff and
students. ID cards must be carried at all times. The card can be used for printing,
photocopying, and the ID number is used for borrowing e-books on SORA, the school’s ebook library, and for borrowing books directly on the XIS library catalog.
Copy/Print Machine Use
•
•
•
•

Can operate several copy machines on campus
Copy machines also function as scanners, with instructions typically posted near the
machines.
For questions, contact Michael He in the supply room.
Students are responsible for the use of their copy cards

Student Printing Guidelines:
Students are issued an ID/Printing Card when they first arrive at XIS. This card is to remain
with them during their entire time at the school.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Cost for A4 black/white printing is 0.3 RMB per page, A3 black/white printing is 0.6
RMB per page.
Cost for A4 color printing is 3 RMB per page, if printing size is A3 6 RMB per page.
IF the card is lost or stolen, they must pay 50 RMB replacement fee and see Supply
Clerk in the book room for this.
Secondary Students are given a one time, 100 RMB, credit on their ID/Printing Card
when they first arrive at XIS.
Once that money has been exhausted, students are able to recharge the card by
seeing the Supply Clerk in the supply office, this can only be done in 100 RMB cash
increments.
Upon graduation or withdrawal from the school they may request any money they
have charged to the card be returned to them, but they may not access the school’s
original 100 RMB. This process takes up to 2 weeks so students will need to plan
ahead and see Michael He for this request.
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7.5 Dress Code
Student Expectations
We would like students to be comfortable when they come to school. However, we do not
allow clothing that might cause a distraction in the classrooms or in the halls, or that might
offend other students or guests who visit the school.
The following dress standards are acceptable:
•
•
•

Neat pants or shorts that fit the waist comfortably and are not too tight. Jeans are
acceptable.
Informal shirts and tee shirts
Sandals and shoes that fit snuggly on the foot, to reduce the risk of tripping. On PE
days students must wear athletic shoes and sports clothes.

The following dress standards or personal adornment are not acceptable:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Torn, baggy or ragged clothing
Shorts and skirts that are too short or too tight. Shorts and skirts should be no
shorter than the length of the student’s arms, fingers outstretched, when arms are
resting at the sides of the body.
Clothing that is too revealing. No exposed cleavage or shoulders (no spaghetti
strapped tops).
Clothing that would be considered offensive or insensitive to any segment of the
school or local community
Clothes with offensive language or slogans on them (also see section on Laws of
China)
Heavy make-up
Hats/caps
Shoes or sandals that easily slip off of feet, such as flip-flops.

There are consequences for wearing inappropriate dress to school. The consequences will
be appropriate to the specific situation and can range from a warning to being asked to
change into other clothes, being sent home to change clothes, or even suspension if the
offense is willful and repeated.
Parent Expectations
•
•

Monitor your child’s clothing choices to ensure he/she does not come to school
dressed inappropriately.
Please abide by similar dress code expectations when visiting the school campus
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7.6 Food at School
Understandings
•
•

Students either bring lunch from home or buy lunch from the school
The school has microwave ovens for heating food and refrigerators for keeping food
cool.

Expectations for All Students
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Students are responsible for cleaning up after themselves.
Students are NOT to eat food outside the designated areas.
For safety reasons, students may NOT order lunch to be delivered to school from
outside vendors.
Students should not share food at school in order to avoid problems with food
allergies.
Students should bring water bottles, which can be re-filled from dispensers located
around the school.
There should be water only in the water bottles. Juice drinks may have a high sugar
content and may affect your child’s ability to concentrate.
Lunches from home can be heated in microwave ovens in the cafeteria. Duty
teachers are on standby to help students. Please do not send food in metal
containers or wrapped in foil as this cannot be heated up in the microwave.
Please do not send food in glass containers as they are often dropped and broken.
Students are requested to clean up after themselves in the cafeteria and on the
playground to show that they are caring of others and the environment.
As the school day is long on days when students have After School programs (finish
4:30pm) please send an extra snack.

Parent Responsibility
•
•
•
•

•

Pack healthy snacks, such as fruit, for your child to eat during morning play time and
send extra food on AP days.
Growing children may need to eat often.
If your child is a picky eater, give her/him an opportunity to choose from a menu of
healthy foods for snack and lunch time.
School lunches have to be pre-ordered using the online ordering system. Meals
need to be ordered for a month and 3 days in advance of when you want the first
meal.
If your child eats school lunch daily, teach your child to make balanced food choices
when selecting from the menu.
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7.7 Gifts at School
Understandings
•
•
•
•

Although teachers enjoy getting gifts, they do not expect to receive them from
parents.
Giving a gift is a generous gesture, but it should have no relationship to any
expectations of favored treatment for your children.
If you would like to give a gift, please do not give cash.
Teachers and school staff will be embarrassed if the gift you give is too expensive.
We suggest that no gift should cost more than US$50 or 300RMB.This will help
protect you and the XIS employee from unwarranted and needless misperceptions.

Alternative Options
•
•
•

Only give a gift when your heart is in it. Don’t do it because you think it’s expected.
Make the gift personal. A box of homemade cookies might be more welcomed than
an item which cost more.
Always include a note. Teachers often save these personal notes as reminders that
they are valued.

7.8 Lost and Found
Understandings
•
•
•
•
•

The school cannot be held responsible for loss or theft of any items.
Students should not bring anything valuable to school. Music players, cell phones,
computer games, and cash should be left at home.
We do have a lost and found cupboard near the cafeteria. Expensive found items
are locked up Elementary office.
Please ensure all items are clearly labelled with name and class. It is then easier to
return items to the owner.
At many school events, we set up tables of these items for parents to check. Any
items unclaimed by the end of the reclaim session are donated to charity. Notice is
sent home before we lay out the items

Parent Responsibility
•
•
•

Make sure your child is not bringing expensive or valuable items to school.
Ask your child to check the lost and found or the office before reporting an item as
missing.
Check the child’s book bag and bedroom to make sure the item isn’t “buried”
somewhere.
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•

•

Teach your child that s/he is responsible for his/her personal items. Develop a
system of consequences at home for repeated loss of items. Many students are
careless and forgetful about their personal belongings, and teachers cannot be held
responsible for lost or damaged items.
Please ensure all items are clearly labelled with name and class. It is then easier to
return items to the owner.
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